Future Trends
New Retail
Through an analysis of how, where and why
we shop and an identification of current
retail drivers, one can speculate on the future
physical and virtual expressions of retail
environmental design.
This was the tack Todd Erlandson and
Sherry Hoffman took as design instructors
of a recent studio course at the Art Center
College of Design. Erlandson and Hoffman,
partners of the Santa Monica-based
branded architecture studio (M)Arch.,
worked with students to identify a few
emerging retail trends through an analysis
of a particular brand—its positioning,
personality and promise.

Virginia’s Experience:
A Case Study of H&M by Art Center College
of Design Student Deniz Orhun

THE RULES OF RETAIL
STIMULATING CASH REGISTERS WITH GREAT DESIGN

By Robert Scott Ross

“By bringing the outdoors indoors,” Victor Gruen said in a 1956 press release promoting
the opening of the Southdale Center in Edina, Minnesota, America’s first fully enclosed
shopping center,“we are creating a new kind of environment — one of Eternal Spring — which
provides a psychological and visual contrast and relief from indoor shops.”“Atmospherics,” as
the study of retail environments is sometimes known, had just been born.
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Left and Right: Southdale Center. Photos courtesy of Southdale Center / Mills Corporation.

The new environment being referenced
was the Garden Court, a strategically
placed landscaped plaza considered
the key element of Southdale. Gruen’s
description as “one of Eternal Spring” is
both literal and figurative; a lush variety
of flowers and trees grew in the Garden
Court year-round thanks to the constant
75 degree temperature of the climatecontrolled mall, and environmental
cues, such as art installations from
national and local artists, a cage of
canaries, decorative lighting, fountains,
and ponds, induced relaxation and
pleasure for the mind.
The desired effect of the Southdale
Center was to reintroduce Americans
to a broader realm than their own
neighborhood. Sociologists of the
era bemoaned a society that was
becoming increasingly segregated down

socio-demographic lines, and Gruen
viewed the Garden Court as the
“melting pot” in which all elements of
society would willingly converge. “By
affording opportunities for social life
and recreation in a protected pedestrian
environment, by incorporating civic
and educational facilities, shopping
centers can fill an existing void,”
Gruen wrote in Shopping Towns USA,
co-authored with Larry Smith.
The shopping mall was an attempt
to resurrect the tradition of the city
marketplace by creating a vibrant
center of community activity that
sought to address the needs and
desires of the shoppers. “It is deeply
significant that the term is ‘shopping
center,’not ‘selling center,’” emphasized
Gruen in Shopping Towns USA.

Virginia is a 22-year-old full-time college student
who not only loves to buy clothes, but the whole
experience of the “hunt and gather,” as well.
Crowned “fashionista” by her friends, Virginia will
spend hours in a store until she’s sure she has
exhausted her options. Money is no object, and
she is an impulse buyer. Virginia thrives in an
energetic atmosphere and says she never feels
more alive than when she is shopping.

01 Pedestrian Entrance
Virginia has been shopping and the new H&M store
catches her attention. She is immediately drawn in
by the electronic billboard and the upstairs cafe.

02 Get a Rack
Viriginia picks up her own
personal clothing rack to
begin selecting clothes. Since
she is an H&M member, she
can scan her membership
card, which contains her profile. Once she has scanned her
card, the monitor begins to flash ads using
*Profile Me. The monitor gives her tips and the
location of each item, but she can still enjoy the
hunt. Virginia can also use this rack for self-checkout purposes so there is no waiting in line.
*Profile Me - Future retail trend where the customer
voluntarily hands over their information to H&M. Based
on this information, H&M shows ads and items that
cater to the customer’s tastes and needs.
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Nevertheless, Southdale’s design offered
many advantages to retailers by prolonging
the amount of time spent there. Sheltered
from the elements, consumers could shop
in comfort any day of the year. Gruen
incorporated lockers into the design that
allowed people to store their coats and, more
importantly, their shopping bags, so that
tired arms needn’t interrupt shopping.
The Garden Court area was soundproofed to
a certain extent through the use of acoustic
plaster, wood louvers placed on the ceiling,
and wood surfaces whenever possible. The area
also featured a skylight that provided natural
light in order to create a relaxing climate.
New materials and techniques in store design
were possible thanks to the controlled-climate
conditions, allowing retailers to create more
inspiring displays of their wares. Stores were
able to open up their storefronts and take
advantage of ideal light without concern for
the refraction of sunlight or fog.
To prevent monotony within the mall, a variety
of flooring materials and patterns were used

TOP: Westfield Century City, Rios Clementi Hale Studios. BOTTOM: Westfield Century City, Corsini Stark Architects.
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to provide visual stimulation, and flowers
were placed seemingly everywhere within the
expansive building. The cumulative effect of
Gruen’s various environmental cues succeeded
in creating a place so wonderful that shoppers
extended their stay, and thus the length of
their shopping, which had a direct correlation
with the increase of sales.

There’s No Place Like
Your Local Shopping Mall
For a myriad of complex reasons, Gruen’s
social idealism was dropped from the design
archetype of the shopping mall, but his use of
stimuli within a mall to prolong the shopping
experience quickly gave rise to the advent of
atmospherics, which received a push from the
fledgling field of environmental psychology,
an urban anthropology of sorts that informs
retail design based on observations of Americans
in what has become their native habitat—the
shopping mall.
Gruen’s efforts to relax the mind of shoppers
by providing stimuli to enrich their lives
were warped into what is known as the
“Gruen Transfer”—a term that describes
the influence of disorientating stimuli on
unsuspecting consumers.
Nowadays, virtually any item can be purchased
from the safety and comfort of your own
home, a new paradigm in retail-customer
relationships presented by the Internet that
led shopping malls to rethink the validity of
Gruen’s original vision of the shopping mall as
a facilitator of community interaction.
Rios Clementi Hale Studios is currently giving
the Westfield Century City shopping mall a
makeover, transforming the open-air mall into
an urban outdoor-garden environment that
doubles as a shopping experience—seemingly
an extroversion of Gruen’s Eternal Spring
given Los Angeles’ mild climate.
“Westfield went out of its way to make it
a place that people would want to hang out
in and come back to,” says Bob Hale, FAIA,
principal of Rios Clementi Hale Studios,
noting that Westfield opted for ambience over
cost-effectiveness. “They could have done a lot
of things cheaper, but they wanted a space
that would have lasting appeal. They also
saw it as a town center for the neighborhood
that offered people a place to get together.”
The five-phase design overhaul, currently in
its second phase, strengthens the connection
between the indoor and outdoor elements

of the complex by enhancing the ambience
of the exterior area in a way that creates a
unique sense of place, a key element in
establishing a “destination.”
Hale acknowledges that formulating and
communicating a destination involves
additional issues beyond just the architecture,
but believes good design provides the visual
cues that translate into vibrancy. “The body
language of the building should be accessible
and open while feeling like it’s safe and comfortable,” Hale says. “But the most important
aspect is ensuring a consistency of place—
people don’t react well to undefined spaces.”
One of the ways Westfield Century City has
achieved this consistency was by encouraging
retailers to adopt transparent glass storefronts
of a uniform height, rather than continuing
the use of brand-identifying storefronts.
“We thought it was important for the
consistency of the place that the storefronts
themselves give way visually to the actual
products and brands as reflected in the
merchandizing as opposed to an emblematic
storefront,” says Hale.
The result is an uncluttered visual environment
that allows each store’s own large-scale
graphics and other merchandizing strategies
to read through the storefront without facing
competition from its neighbors’ visuals. “It
removes barriers between the consumer and
the product and gives the consumer much
more contact with the product, hopefully
to the degree that if they are attracted to
something they can get to it easily and be
aware of it easily,” Hale notes.

It’s Not a Store, It’s a Brand
As recently as a decade ago, individual retailers
didn’t give overmuch consideration to their
store designs. The standard retail design called
for a box with a high ceiling so that people
wouldn’t feel claustrophobic despite the
lack of windows and fixtures that could be
easily moved around by their in-house visual
merchandisers.
“It could have been a CD store; it could have
been a clothing store. It didn’t really matter.
The name on the store could have changed
and even the product could have changed,
but essentially store design wasn’t as critical
as it is nowadays,” says Jeffrey Campbell, a
designer at Gensler.
Ever-increasing pressure from non-traditional
retail outlets, such as online retailers, kiosks,

and even vending machines, has led retailers
to rethink that approach, especially once
brand-name merchandise went straight to
the consumer through brand concept stores.
Modern retail theory has evolved retail
spaces beyond mere giant boxes stuffed with
merchandise displayed on generic fixtures
under standard lighting conditions; retail
stores have become a brand’s chance to
attract, persuade and retain customers—
and their money.
Ken Carbone is a brand identity expert and
a principal of Carbone Smolan Agency, a design
and branding agency that serves a diverse
clientele in the corporate, consumer and
cultural sectors. If he’s learned anything
about branding during a career that spans
more than two decades, it’s that retail design
sets the stage for commerce and serves as one
of the most visible drivers of brand loyalty.
“If a logo identifies a brand and an advertising
campaign communicates brand attributes,
then a retail design has to deliver on the brand
promise,” Carbone says.“If there is a successful
transaction between the brand and the
customer, then I think the retail design should
really take credit for that.”
Instead of using stimuli to merely push
product, designers now aim to create a retail
atmosphere that target consumers will relate
to and will be comfortable in—and learn to
associate the satisfactory feelings a store’s
stimuli arouses with a specific brand.
Carolina Tombolesi, a project manager at
Gensler, agrees that retail spaces have
evolved into branded environments. “It used
to be ‘put as much product on the floor as
you can in order to sell as much product as
you can,’ but nowadays it’s really more about
the experience,” says Tombolesi.
Ultimately, the goal is still selling as much
merchandise as possible. The difference is
in the approach, and retailers have turned
to designers for help deploying sensory
stimuli in the most sophisticated manner
possible. “We’re now strategic rather than
tactical,” says Tombolesi.

Shades of Profit
Color can provide powerful visual stimuli
believed capable of affecting a person’s mood
or even their blood pressure; warm colors tend
to energize people, whereas cool colors calm us.
Color can say a lot about a brand.
Stephen Kanner, FAIA, president of Kanner

03 Clothing Section
Virginia takes her rack to various sections designated by tubes. Signage is applied to the tube for
easy reference from anywhere in the store. These
shutes are mostly used by employees to restock
items. Virginia can use it if she can’t find a certain
size or color of an item. The clothes are displayed
on large, industrial clothing racks. This makes for
easy transfer and restock of merchandise. The
items traveling throught the tubes add another
layer of excitement and energy to the space.

04 Put It On
The dressing rooms are a space all their own. They
are located as pods throughout the store so that
the trying on of the clothes becomes a fashion
show and is about women sharing fashion ideas.
Each pod glows from the inside to indicate that it
is occupied. The pods are
04
also connected to the rest of
the store to fill all of the
customers’ needs while trying
on their selections.

05

“OH NO!!!! This shirt is
the wrong size!”

06

The computer in the
dressing room scans all of
the tags on her clothes and
pulls up a menu of options.
Here, she can search for
another color and size and
have it sent to the dressing
room. It also gives her suggestions for other items.

05

06

size

availability

style/color

size

availability

style/color

07

Her request comes
down the shute utilizing an
air suction system. The order
is sent to the storage room
and an employee sends out
her request.

07

08 Virginia can simply take
photos in the dressing room
of her selected outfits, which
serve as a record of what
she has tried on. Some of
these photos are picked as
“fashions of the day” that
other customers get to see.
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TOP: Puma, Kanner Architects. Photo courtesy of PUMA North America and
PUMA International. BOTTOM: Puma Redworld, GBH Design Limited.

Architects, was able to convince Puma to
change its color scheme from tan and green to
red and white. The reason for the switch was
that the green and tan color schematics were
more evocative of the English countryside
than the contemporary urban vibe the shoemaker was aiming for. “The green and tan
had a traditional quality that’s not urban and
not that modern. It has traditional linkages
that aren’t in line with what Puma is as a
brand today,” Kanner notes.
Underscoring the importance of retail design
to branding, Puma instantly recognized the
strength of the new color scheme and adopted
it across the board for all of its packaging and
marketing materials.
White is dominant, providing the perfect
backdrop for Puma’s kaleidoscopic array of
colorful shoes. “The product is very vibrant,

and we ultimately wanted the architecture to
take a backseat. We chose a simple color
palette that all of the products can read well
off of,” says Kanner.
Kanner used red to add vibrancy, and also
offered a stark contrast to the white walls and
fixtures that dominate the store’s design. “I
find red to be a color that’s oddly neutral. It’s a
primary color, but it’s a strong, simple, clean
color form. The red allows the white logo to
really pop and vibrate,” continues Kanner.
Red is also a bold color capable of attracting
people’s attention, an aspect of the color that
Kanner makes use of by placing red elements
in strategic locations throughout the store—
including the storefront—to draw customers
in certain directions. “The red is a visual magnet that draws people to the right places
within the store.”
The simple, urban quality of Kanner’s design
made it easy for GBH Design Limited to add a
little “bling” that fleshed out Puma’s brand
personality with award-winning initiatives
that include a video-projected virtual puma
(nicknamed Dylan) that walks across a ledge
above shoe displays in Puma’s major stores,
and appliqués that converted the store’s
dressing rooms into laundromats, forests and
baseball standards. “They began creating
these visual experiences that were supposed
to be tongue-in-cheek, but that are now an
intriguing layer of the store that wasn’t there
initially. The whole point is fun and humor,”
Kanner says, adding that Puma valued the
humor because it fleshed out its brand.
In other words, Puma is using visual
stimuli to persuade you that its brand has a
sense of humor; anthropomorphism is
branding at its finest.

The Art of Product Placement
Space isn’t just the final frontier, it’s also a
major component of the less-is-more approach
to retail, one perhaps best exemplified by
Apple’s retail stores.
Gensler’s Banning Rowles, whose firm has
overseen the construction of several Apple
stores and was involved in the initial design,
points out that Apple has a notable absence of
product in their stores. “If you walk into an
Apple store, you don’t really see a lot of product.
You see people interacting with each other. It’s
more about learning and exploration and
designing a space that’s flexible and allows
people to use the space how they like,” he says.

The amount of open space in an Apple store
is indeed striking: It relaxes consumers enough
so that they feel comfortable spending longer
amounts of time in the store while facilitating
interaction with products. The presentation of
single units of each product on an unadorned
wooden table display with ample room for
customer interaction brings a stronger focus to
the products while simultaneously amplifying
the perception of space.
The “free-floating” glass staircases that are
found in Apple’s two-story stores add to this
spaciousness by connecting the first and second level without impeding the line of sight.The
stairs are laminated glass steps that are
attached to glass side panes via titanium
hardware, a patented design that provides no
visible support structure.
And the inclusion of the Genius Bar, Studio
and theater elements in the store design
offers reasons for people to fill up enough of
the space to create the desired community.
“It’s so dumb-simple,” comments Carbone,
a fan of Apple’s retail design. “They let the
product be the hero; they don’t let anything
get in the way of the customer’s interaction
with the product. The retail environment
really delivers the brand promise that your
life will be simpler.”

The Test of Time
Southdale will celebrate its 50th anniversary
in October of this year, and still remains a
vibrant shopping center that has grown to
1.3 million square feet hosting more than
130 retailers. Yet an even greater testament
to the strength of Gruen’s retail vision is
that his design theories continue to be
employed today in more than 1,000 enclosed
malls and nearly 50,000 shopping centers
throughout the country.
According to the International Council of
Shopping Centers, people no longer just go to
the mall; they shop at lifestyle, power and
superregional centers, among others, each
catering to specific needs and desires of a
target demographic because, as Gruen noted,
it's a shopping center, not a selling center.

09 Borrow It
After Virginia makes her clothing selections she’s
going to need some accessories. In the accessories
section the program of *Catch and Release is
employed. Members pay a monthly fee that allows
them to join the Catch and Release program. The
accessories are displayed as samples. They hang
from a system that permanently fastens the
accessories to a rod. Virginia can try on accessories
and when she finds something she likes, she can
scan the RFID and it will drop from one of the
shutes in that section.
*Catch and Release - Members can borrow multiple
accessories at once and can trade them in for newer
accessories. This increases potential to want to buy the
item. Also, H&M receives a consistent monthly fee even
if a customer doesn’t visit the store.

10 Take a Break
Virginia decides to go up to the cafe for a bit
before she calls it a day.

Apple Store Fifth Avenue (New York). Photos courtesy of Apple.

11 Sharing Ideas
While she and other shoppers hang out at the
coffee shop, they share the photos of outfits tried
on in the dressing rooms. That frenetic energy is
transferred to the cafe through these images,
which line the tops of the walls of the cafe. This
adds a layer of activity and a connection to the
retail space.

12 Self Checkout
Now that Virginia is done with her coffee and has
selected some more items, she is ready to checkout.
She won’t have to wait in a line because there are
so many self-checkout options throughout the
store. She can checkout (a) with her clothing cart,
(b) in the dressing room, (c) in the cafe, or (d) at
checkout stations by the two exits on the main
floor. She simply scans her H&M card or her other
credit card and she is done.
Deniz Orhun:
H&M Project Designer, Art Center College of Design.

Todd Erlandson and Sherry Hoffman:
Design Studio Instructors, Art Center College of Design; (M)Arch.
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